Stimulus duration in working memory is represented by neuronal activity in the monkey prefrontal cortex.
Humans are capable of memorizing several attributes of a presented stimulus as well as its duration of presentation. However, the neuronal representation of stimulus duration in memory remains unknown. This study investigated activities of single neurons in the prefrontal cortex of monkeys while they were performing a behavioral task in which working memory for stimulus duration was needed. Here we describe specific neurons whose discharge rates reflect encoding or retention of the duration of the presentation of stimuli to be remembered. We also describe other specific neurons whose activities reflect encoding or retention of fixed duration, similar but unrelated to the stimulus duration presented in each trial. Some of these specific neurons showed the same duration-related discharges even while the monkeys were performing a different task, in which working memory for stimulus duration was no longer needed. From these results, we suggest that neurons in the prefrontal cortex play roles in encoding and retention of temporal information in working memory and that some of those neurons are dedicated to representation of temporal information attributed to stimuli even when the temporal information is unnecessary for correct performance.